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A mere 1 or 2 oC global warming

IPCC Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis



Global fuel moisture drying trend 1980-2020



Trees will grow slower with climate warming: 
macroecology

• Tree growth maximal in wet 
area > 1400mm

• Maximum growth MAT 11 °C 
• Lower MAT constrain growth 
• High MAT mostly reducing 

water availability



Big trees most adversely affected



Population collapse (interval squeeze)

Frontiers of Ecology and  Environment 2015; 13(5): 265–272.



Mainland Eucalyptus delegatensis collapse
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2019-20 burned Eucalyptus forests

Bowman, et al.  (2020) Wildfires: Australia needs national monitoring agency. Nature, 584, 188-191.



Forests are at risk of switching from sinks to sources of carbon

Mallapaty (2021) Nature, 597, 459-460

‘This is more than twice the estimate derived by five different fire inventories8,9,10,11,12, and broadly consistent with estimates 
based on a bottom-up bootstrap analysis of this fire episode13.’ van der Velde et al. (2021) Nature, 597, 366–369. 
Ref 13 = Bowman et al. (2021) Plant, Cell & Environment, 44, 347-355.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03712-y#ref-CR8
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03712-y#ref-CR9
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03712-y#ref-CR10
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03712-y#ref-CR11
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03712-y#ref-CR12
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03712-y#ref-CR13


Forestry not a driver of these enormous fires



Increasing area burned in Tasmania
(including wilderness)

53% of 26 
biggest 
Tasmanian trees 
killed by 2019 
fires
15% damaged
data Brett Mifsud



Tasmania carbon neutral (even +ve)?



Carbon and landscape fire 

• United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
Accounting and Rules

• Assumed landscape carbon balance with fire
• ‘Natural disturbance provisions ’ in land use, land-use change, and forestry 

sector (LULUCF) excludes unmanaged fires deemed force majeure
• Statistical removal of extreme outlier events relative to a baseline
• But extreme events are becoming more common



What is to be done?



• Activate fuel management
• Removing shrubs
• Wrapping remaining big trees in foil

• Irrigation 
• Emergency response
• Ongoing response

Local responses: targeted interventions





Restoration interventions

Current UTas/Tas NRE Lake Mackenzie pencil pine 
restoration trials 



Landscape responses: build resilience

• Multi-aged forests are the key
• Alternatives to clearfelling and plantations 

critical

• Novel fuel treatments

• Understorey thinning

• partial logging overstorey plus prescribed 

burning

• Restore indigenous fire management 

(cultural burning)

Current collaborations with Tasmanian Aboriginal community
Returning patrula | fire, a short documentary by Rummin Productions 



Fire in wet forests is not axiomatically stand replacing:
forests are multi-aged



A USA perspective on building forest resilience 



Summary

• Climate change is increasing the frequency, extent and severity of fires

• The landscape carbon balance is in jeopardy (and claims about achieving 
net zero)

• Emergency measures are required to protect important sites and individual 
trees

• Targeted restoration ecology interventions
• Cultural burning renewal
• Thinning, prescribe burning or both

• Building resilience in forest landscapes is an urgent challenge 
• Key step is the perpetuation of multi-aged forests
• Mature trees enable bounce back and carbon storage


